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Description Block Story - an application, in its style and features, reminiscent of the different and open world of Minecraft, so gamers, aiming to win, should arm themselves with imagination and diligence. Creating your world from separate blocks that demonstrate thoughtfulness, unconventional approach
and rich imagination – a great holiday for adventurers with their own ideas. After all, if in standard history game freedom participants are limited by the concept of virtual adventures, then in sandboxes you can give free rein to their abilities. Block Story Premium involves a number of tasks: to build houses
and fortresses, protective structures or famous monuments of architecture - the talents of the architect here will be fully revealed. Various building elements, blocks, structures, presented in this game, will bring to life the most audacious plans. With the help of courage, the gamer will get weapons and
equipment to participate in the battle for power or new areas. The logic of the development of events the user will determine independently, so the genre of virtual adventures depends on his desires and goals. All these features make the colorful application a creative platform for самых интересных и
необычных проектов. Видеообзор Build a world of great landscapes where you have ultimate control. You decide where to go and what to build. Fly on dragons and other creatures as you embark on an epic quest to save the world. Block Story® combines popular 3D block building, sandbox exploration
gameplay with exciting and addictive role-playing elements. Complete quests to conquer various biomes and become the greatest warrior in the kingdom. Build strongholds, meet a variety of creatures, cuddles, and my valuable resources to upgrade weapons, access better equipment and create artifacts
to summon monsters of all kinds – including dragons! The first chapter of your story begins... Key features• Interactive Fire• Agriculture• Discover more exciting new missions• Learn from a clever wizard how to discover the many wonders of Block Story• Ride on dragons and 29 other creatures• Build
everything you want in premium creative mode• Infinit Find yourself in for an epic adventure into the mysterious lands of blocks and monsters, where you'll have the opportunity to explore and get involved in all sorts of interesting adventures. Meet ugly monsters, interesting characters, and enjoy the
interesting stories that revolve around you, the hero. Feel free to make more changes in the world using your editing powers, fight against ugly monsters with your epic enemies, download powerful and incredible weapons and more. Roam the massive lands and unlock more in-game resources, making
use of the interesting crafting feature to create everything with only your mind. Learn more about this great game from Mindblocks with our reviews. StoryIn game, players will have their chances to join their trainee hero in a completely refreshing and interesting adventure in the strange worlds of clumsy
objects. Here you are welcome to interact with different objects in the game and have fun while playing in different gameplay. Do what you want in this fully interactive world of RPG gameplay. Explore the vast environments and landscapes filled with interesting and exotic creatures. Defeat them to train
your heroes as well as collect awesome loots from your dead enemies. Discover the surround areas for collectibles and store them in your storage. Make use of crafting and building opportunities to create all kinds of interesting objects in Block Story Premium. Choose from hundreds of different options as
you create your powerful weapons to fight enemies, build your strongholds to defend against ugly monsters, and craft awesome artifacts that hold awesome magical powers. Here you will find all the exciting features of the game that Block Story has to offer: To begin with, Android players in Block Story
Premium will find themselves having access to the world with lots of interesting aspects to explore. Here you will find yourself digging to the ultimate depths of the countries, chopping down all kinds of different blocks on the fields, or taking down all kinds of monsters and enemies along the way. Not to
mention that the interactive Fire element of the game will also provide lots of interesting in-game effects. You can use it to burn down trees, melt ice, cook, and so on. With in-depth gameplay, it would take hours for you to fully explore the fun and satisfying world of Block Story Premium.In addition, along
with the vast and interactive worlds, you will also find yourself among the incredible and diverse biomes that you explore lands. Discover the unique desert wastelands, find yourself in the Arctic mountains, enjoy beautiful sunsets in the tropical beaches and so on. In each area, there will be plenty of
interesting creatures and monsters that would surely surprise. Therefore, if you love to explore stuffs, this would be your perfect chance. And to help you get started in your ultimate RPG adventure in Block Story, the game also features a number of interesting characters that would support you throughout
your in-game adventure. Here you will encounter different characters, each with their unique roles and interesting backstories. Therefore, you can always have fun as you join them on their own quests. Or alternatively, they have accompanied you in your own adventures. With many interesting in-game
challenges and quests, gamers in Block Story will also have the opportunity to explore the fun and satisfying stories in unique fashion. Have fun playing in different quests and experience different gameplay as you unlock new special rewards for your hero. With each quest completed, you will get closer
and closer to your ultimate goal. Discover many interesting wonders of Block StoryWorld in Block Story also packs a lot of interesting wonders for you to explore along with the same ancient RPG elements. That said, players can always find themselves enjoying new challenges with many new adventures.
Learn many new wonders of the game from the clever wizard as you get to know this interesting supporting character. To prepare your heroes for your new in-game challenges and missions, block story premium players will also have access to the interesting level-up system. Here you can have your
heroes leveled to unlock powerful statistics and incredible properties on them. Train and turn on your heroes to prepare them for the difficult challenges ahead. And to make the game more interesting, you will also be able to fully equip your heroes will all kinds of interesting weapons and objects. In
addition, you will also be able to create these items on your own using awesome crafting forging features in the game. Feel free to create your awesome lighting sword, unlock the mysterious baton, and so on. Game Game Features many interesting quests that you can pick up and to collect the special
artifacts with incredible powers. Make use of their incredible powers to summon dragons, take down other creatures that threaten you, and get incredible advantages over your enemies. With more than 29 legendary creatures, each with its own amazing setups, gamers in Block Story will surely enjoy their
time playing the game. And more importantly, with their unique and interesting powers, Android gamers can harness their power of animals to help them in epic battles. Choose the right creatures to help you fight enemies as well as quick journey to the right places. Moreover, for those who are interested,
the game also includes the exciting farming activities that you can pick up whenever you want. Have fun with your farming businesses as you grow food, herbs and many interesting feeds. In addition, with the fully constructable world, gamers in Block Story Premium will have their chances to build and
create all kinds of interesting constructions using Creative Mode. Not to mention that if you are patient enough, you can even have your own unique Block worlds with your own setups. Build anything you want and have fun when you have time. And despite having all the interesting in-game features,
players in the Block Story game are currently free to play for as long as you want. Just download and install the game from the Google Play Store to start enjoying the amazing gameplay. But just keep in mind that the game is just the free version and will contain some ads. Still, if you want to have access
to the complete gameplay as well as getting rid of those annoying ads, you can go to our modified version of the game instead. And all it takes is for you to download Block Story Premium APK from our website. Follow the instructions provided to install the game. While the game is only constructed of
clunky graphics, Blocky Story Premium gamers will still enjoy immersive visual experiences. With interactive worlds with endless possibilities and well-designed monsters, you'll definitely have satisfying RPG experiences. Not to mention that the demanding graphics also allow players to enjoy the smooth
and satisfying gameplay on their low-end mobile devices. Explore the fun and satisfying gameplay of Block Story when you find yourself hooked on the powerful and immersive audio experiences. Get your mind blown away with incredible sound effects every time you take part in epic battles or explore the
massive landscapes. With an immersive world, in-depth gameplay and interesting stories to explore, block story premium players will surely find themselves enjoying the game. Not to mention that you also have access to our amazing which is absolutely incredible. For those who are in another great
clumsy adventure, so GunCrafter and The Blockheads are two of the best titles that you can enjoy on our website. Either you won't be disappointed with your choices. Choice.
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